
1. Introduction

Recently polymer matrix – ceramic filler compos-
ites receive increased attention due to their interest-
ing electrical and electronic properties. Integrated
decoupling capacitors, angular acceleration
accelerometers, acoustic emission sensors and elec-
tronic packaging are some potential applications [1,
2]. Furthermore, electrical properties such as
dielectric permittivity can be suitably adjusted,
simply by controlling the type and the amount of
ceramic inclusions. Ceramic materials are typically
brittle, possess low dielectric strength and in many
cases are difficult to be processed requiring high
temperatures. On the other hand, polymers are flex-

ible, can be easily processed at low temperatures
and exhibit high dielectric breakdown fields [3].
Integrating two complementary materials in a new
composite structure, results in a novel material sys-
tem, the performance of which is expected to be
superior in comparison to the corresponding of the
constituent phases. Composite materials of an
amorphous polymeric matrix and fine ceramic par-
ticles are considered as heterogeneous disordered
systems. Their electrical performance is directly
related to the permittivities and conductivities of
their constituents, the volume fraction of the filler
and the size and shape of its particles. Titanium
dioxide has been the subject of many studies
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because of its remarkable optical and electronic
properties [4–6]. It can be crystallized in three dis-
tinct structures, which are known as rutile, anatase
and brookite. Epoxy resins are considered as a
common and successful polymer matrix for the fab-
rication of composite materials due to their good
adhesion with reinforcing elements, enhanced ther-
mal stability, resistance to chemical attack and
resistance to degradation under the influence of
corrosive environment [7–11].
In the present study, the dielectric properties of
composite systems consisting of an epoxy resin and
ceramic titanium dioxide particles are investigated
by means of Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy
(BDS) in a wide temperature range.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Sample preparation

Polymer matrix – ceramic TiO2 composites were
prepared in three different concentrations, namely
10 phr (parts per hundred), 30 phr and 50 phr. For
the preparation of the samples a commercially
available low viscosity epoxy resin (Epoxol 2004A,
Neotex S.A., Athens, Greece) was used as a pre-
polymer. The employed curing agent (Epoxol
2004B) operates at a slow rate allowing the addi-
tion of large quantities of the reinforcing phase.
Ceramic titanium dioxide powder (Sigma-Aldrich)
belongs to the rutile type with mean particle diame-
ter less than 5 μm. The followed procedure
includes mixing of the resin with the curing agent
in a 2:1 (w/w) ratio. While the above systems were
still in the liquid state, various amounts of the
ceramic powder were added for the production of
the composite samples. The initial curing took
place at ambient for a week, followed by post-cur-
ing at 100°C for 4 hours. The thickness of the sam-
ples ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 mm and the diameter of
all samples exceeds 30 mm.

2.2. Dielectric measurements

For the electrical characterization of the compos-
ites, BDS was employed in the frequency range of
0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, using Alpha-N Frequency
Response Analyser, supplied by Novocontrol. The
BDS-1200, parallel-plate capacitor with two gold-
plated electrodes system, supplied also by Novo-
contol, was used as test cell. The dielectric cell was
electrically shielded in nitrogen gas atmosphere

and isothermal frequency scans were conducted for
each of the examined specimens. Measurements
were performed in the temperature range of –100°C
to 150°C. The employed temperature step between
successive frequency sweeps was 10°C. Tempera-
ture was controlled by the Quattro system within
±0.1°C. The instrument is interfaced to a PC for
simultaneous control and automated data acquisi-
tion. The applied ac voltage used is Vrms = 1.0 V.

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Low temperature region

In polymer matrix composites electrical relaxation
phenomena are expected to include contributions
from both the polymer matrix and the ceramic
filler. Thus, the respective dielectric response is
expected to include relaxations arising from phase
transitions of the polymer matrix (α-relaxation), as
well as faster relaxations (β, γ) attributed to reorien-
tations and segmental motions of parts of the poly-
mer chain. Moreover, due to the presence of the
filler, interfacial phenomena (MWS effect) are
expected to occur.
The recorded dielectric data could be expressed in
terms of real (ε′) and imaginary part (ε″) of dielec-
tric permittivity. Nevertheless, within this work the
recorded data are transformed, via Equation (1), to
the electric modulus formalism. Electric modulus is
defined as the inverse quantity of complex permit-
tivity:

(1)

where M′ is the real and M″ the imaginary part of
electric modulus respectively.
This formalism is used because it excludes phe-
nomena such as electrode polarization and space
charge injection which lead to high values of per-
mittivity and conductivity especially at high tem-
peratures and low frequencies. Consequently, it
allows the better representation of the MWS effect
in the low frequency region. Extended arguments
for the resulting benefits of this  formalism are dis-
cussed elsewhere [12, 13].
M′ versus frequency as well as M″ versus fre-
quency, in the low temperature region (–100 to
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–40°C), of the composite with 10 phr in TiO2 are
presented in Figures 1a and 1b respectively.
Two, relatively weak, relaxation modes are
recorded. These two relaxations are assigned as β-
and γ-mode and they become evident via the corre-
sponding loss peaks in the M″ spectrum. Both
relaxations are originated from the pure resin, as
shown in the insert of Figure 1, where the corre-
sponding curves for the pure resin specimen, are
presented. Moreover, since both processes are fast
they are attributed to restricted local motions of the
polymer chain i. e. re-arrangement of small parts of
the polymer chain (γ-mode) and re-orientation of
polar side groups (β-mode). The results suggest
that the increase in concentration of ceramic TiO2

slightly modifies the isothermal spectra of electric
modulus. Specifically in the dielectric spectra, at
low temperatures, of the composite with 10 phr in

TiO2 only β-mode is clearly recorded. Elevated val-
ues of the imaginary part of electric modulus
obstruct recording of the faster mechanism (γ-
relaxation). Similar spectra, in the low temperature
region, were obtained for the composites with 30
and 50 phr in TiO2.

3.2. High temperature region

Plots of M′ versus frequency as well as M″ versus
frequency, in the high temperature region (20 to
150°C), of the composite with 10 phr in TiO2 are
presented in Figures 2a and 2b respectively.
In the high temperature region, the spectrum is
dominated by the presence of α-mode. This mode,
which is recorded in the same frequency range as in
the case of the pure resin (insert of Figure 2) is
related to the glass rubber transition of the polymer
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Figure 1. Real (a) and imaginary (b) part of electric modulus versus frequency for the specimen with 10 phr, in the low
temperature region. Insert: Respective results for the pure epoxy specimen

Figure 2. Real (a) and imaginary (b) part of electric modulus versus frequency for the specimen with 10 phr, at high tem-
peratures. Insert: Respective results for the pure epoxy specimen



matrix. Peaks’ position shifts to higher frequencies
with increasing temperature, while the shape and
magnitude of the formed peaks remain rather con-
stant from 40 to 90°C. Above 90°C peaks’ magni-
tude increases and the shift rate of maxima loci is
reduced.
For the composite with 10 phr in TiO2 an additional
process, absent in the spectrum of pure resin, can be
detected in the low frequency edge, below α-relax-
ation. This process which is evident as a shoulder in
the log-log spectra of M″ (Figure 2b), at any given
temperature, is slower than α-relaxation. It is rea-
sonable to suggest that interfacial phenomena are
responsible for the occurrence of this mode. Inter-
facial polarization or MWS effect [14–16] is a
relaxation process appearing in heterogeneous sys-
tems due to accumulation of charges at the inter-
faces of the system. The origin of these non-
bounded charges arises from the stage of specimen
preparation. At the matrix/particle interface charges
form large dipoles, which are not able to follow
simultaneously the alternation of the applied elec-
tric field. In the electric modulus presentation, the
intensity of loss peaks is expected to decrease with
increasing filler content. This becomes evident by
simply comparing the results from the pure resin
and those of the samples with 10 phr in TiO2 (Fig-
ure 2b).
Pronounced MWS effect characterizes composite
systems exhibiting high electrical heterogeneity
between their phases. Typical examples of such
systems are insulating matrix – conductive inclu-
sions composites [17, 18]. The examined systems
are consisting of titanium dioxide, which is a wide
band gap semiconductor, and a typical insulating

thermoset polymer such as epoxy resin. Thus sig-
nificant variation between the values of conductiv-
ity of the two constituent phases does not exist and
consequently a remarkable MWS effect is not
expected to occur. Dielectric spectra of Figure 2b
are in accordance with previous remarks since only
a weak interfacial polarization is recorded.
In the high frequency region, above α-mode,
another process is evident as a tail in the log-log
spectra of composite with 10 phr in TiO2. The
occurrence of this mode becomes more pronounced
in composites with 30 and 50 phr in TiO2 as shown
in Figure 3.
In Figures 3a and 3b the imaginary part of electric
modulus (M″) versus frequency is plotted in a log-
log representation, for the composites with 30 and
50 phr in TiO2, respectively. Both MWS effect and
α-mode are detected. The high frequency relax-
ation process which is absent in the dielectric spec-
trum of the pure matrix and not completely formed
in the specimen with 10 phr, is now recorded. Thus
the appearance of this process is strongly affected
by the filler’s concentration and should be attrib-
uted to the ceramic filler itself. Its location is inter-
mediate in the dielectric spectra, lying between the
fast (local modes) and the slow (α-mode and MWS
effect) processes, so for reasons of brevity, it would
be called further on, as Intermediate Dipolar Effect
(IDE).

3.3. AC electrical conductivity 

The Alternating Current (AC) conductivity σ′ of all
samples has been calculated from the dielectric
losses according to the Equation (2):
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Figure 3. Imaginary part of electric modulus (M″) versus frequency for the specimens with (a) 30 phr and (b) 50 phr in
TiO2, at high temperatures



σ′ = ε0ω ε″ (2)

where ε0 = 8.85·10–12 F/m is the permittivity of the
free space and ω = 2πf the angular frequency.
AC conductivity as a function of frequency is pre-
sented in Figure 4, at the high temperature region,
for the composites with 10, 30 and 50 phr in TiO2.
For all the tested specimens an increase of conduc-
tivity σ′ with temperature is observed especially at
low frequencies. The dependence of electrical con-
ductivity with frequency can be divided into dis-
tinct regions implying the existence of different
dissipated effects [19]. In the high frequency region
(I), conductivity increases with increasing fre-
quency following the universal dielectric response
law, σ′ = Aωn, where n was found to be very close
to 1. In this region a weak dependence of the con-
ductivity with temperature is evident. In the low
frequency region (III) a leveling off of the electrical
conductivity is observed. This corresponds to the
DC conductivity of the samples, which increases
significantly with increasing temperature. In the
intermediate region (II), dipolar relaxation

processes are present, the intensity of which is
dependant upon filler content. Recalling dielectric
data from Figures 2 and 3, two modes could be con-
sidered as responsible for the observed behaviour,
in the specific region, namely MWS and α-mode.
However, in the AC conductivity formalism, resolve
and quantification of the relative contributions can
not be carried out.

4. Discussion

Figure 5 provides isothermal plots of the imaginary
part of the electric modulus (M″) as a function of
frequency, at two different temperatures, namely
–80 and 120°C, for the specimens with 10, 30 and
50 phr in TiO2 content.
In Figure 5a, both low temperature relaxation
processes, namely β-mode and γ-mode, are evident
in the specimen with 10 phr. β-mode is recorded in
all tested samples and appears not to be influenced
by the filler’s concentration. On the contrary, γ-
mode becomes weaker as the filler’s concentration
increases and is finally obstructed, in the spectra of
30 and 50 phr.
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Figure 4. The real part of electrical conductivity (σ′) versus frequency at elevated temperatures for composites with (a)
10 phr, (b) 30 phr and (c) 50 phr

Figure 5. Imaginary part of electric modulus (M″) versus frequency for all composites specimens at 
(a) –80°C and (b) 120°C



In Figure 5b, α-mode is recorded in the middle of
the frequency region forming a clear peak. The
intensity of the peak is varies with filler’s content.
At the low and high frequency edges of the dielec-
tric response spectra interfacial polarization phe-
nomena (MWS effect) and IDE-mode are recorded
respectively. IDE becomes stronger in the compos-
ites of 30 and 50 phr in TiO2. The physical origin of
IDE process cannot be ascribed unambiguously.
The fact that it is detected in specimens with
increased concentration of TiO2 implies that its
source should be sought in the polarization effects
of the ceramic filler. TiO2 is dielectrically
anisotropic material, its unit cell attains tetragonal
crystal structure and the static values of dielectric
permittivity in the perpendicular and the lateral
direction differ significantly [20]. Titanium oxide is
classified as a polar oxide, exhibiting transitions
between crystal structures with varying symmetry
[21]. The local environment of the titanium sites in
rutile is similar to that in barium titanate. The tita-
nium site is surrounded by an octahedron of oxygen
sites with a titanium-oxygen distance of ~2Å [20].
The low symmetry of the unit cell of titanium diox-
ide, at room temperature, and the similarities to bar-
ium titanate is a strong indication that spontaneous
polarization might be occurring in TiO2. In that
case, polarization effects might be relaxing under
the influence of an external alternating electric
field. The influence of temperature upon the dis-
tance of sites in the unit cell of TiO2 might assert a
more symmetrical structure, where the redistribu-
tion of polarizabilities will produce zero net polar-
ization. If so, a disorder to order, or in other words
ferroelectric to paraelectric transition will take
place at a critical temperature. However, in order to
verify these initial indications more experimental
work is necessary to be carried out.

The high temperature relaxation processes are also
shown in the Cole-Cole representation of Figure 6.
Apart from the semicircle corresponding to α-
mode, MWS relaxation is also present in the low
frequency edge. This fact is demonstrated by the
asymmetry of the respective curves in the low fre-
quency region where a hump is observed. The coin-
cidence of the beginning of semicircles with the
origin of the graph is a clear indication that no other
relaxation process is present, at lower frequencies,
in all studied composite systems. Moreover, the
variation of the semicircles radius, corresponding
to the α-mode, indicates that α-mode is influenced
by the filler’s concentration. Furthermore, at the
high frequency end, experimental results from the
composites with 30 and 50 phr contents in TiO2

form a suppressed semicircle reflecting the pres-
ence of IDE-mode.
Aiming to analyze the contribution of the three
mechanisms, which are present at elevated temper-
atures, curves of logM″ versus logf are fitted using
a multi-peak fitting procedure. As an example, the
fitting procedure employed for the specimen with
30 phr in TiO2 is shown in Figure 7. The experi-
mental data are fitted using, as first approximation,
three Debye-type processes. The experimental data
are satisfactorily described by the solid line which
is a superposition of the three Debye-type relax-
ation processes corresponding to each of the exper-
imentally determined modes (dashed lines).
Debye-type processes are characterized by a single
relaxation time, which can be easily evaluated by
the abscissa of loss maxima. Obtained results are
given in Table 1. The influence of the filler content
on relaxation dynamics, as expressed by the evalu-
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Figure 6. Cole-Cole plots for all composite specimens at
120°C

Figure 7. Fitting procedure for the composite with 30 phr
in TiO2 at 120°C. The experimental data are fit-
ted via the superposition of three Debye-type
processes



ated relaxation times, appears to be more pro-
nounced in the MWS and IDE effects. In both cases
relaxation times decrease with increasing filler’s
content, implying that both processes are facilitated
with the increase of TiO2 content. Taking into
account the frequency-temperature superposition it
can be concluded that MWS and IDE effects appear
at lower temperature range as the TiO2 content
increases. On the other hand the relaxation times of
α-mode do not show any particular trend with the
variation of filler’s content. However, the validity
of this conclusion is limited since the glass/rubber
relaxation process deviates from a pure Debye
mechanism.
The temperature dependence of loss peak position
for all the examined systems and for all three relax-
ation processes at elevated temperatures is depicted
in Figure 8. MWS and IDE modes exhibit an
Arrhenius type behaviour in all concentrations
according to the Equation (3):

(3)

where f0 is a pre-exponential factor, EA the activa-
tion energy, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the
temperature in K. The temperature dependence of

α-relaxation can be described by the Vogel-
Tamann-Fulcher equation (4) [22–24]:

(4)

where f0 is a pre-exponential factor, B a constant
(being a measure of the activation energy), and T0

Vogel temperature or ideal glass transition temper-
ature. This equation considers that relaxation rate
increases rapidly at lower temperatures because of
the reduction of free volume.
Table 2 summarizes the obtained results for the
activation energies of MWS and IDE effects as well
as the VTF parameters T0 and B.
The dependence of the Direct Current (DC) electri-
cal conductivity σDC (σ′ at 0.1 Hz) with reciprocal
temperature is shown in Figure 9 for all the com-
posites. DC conductivity remains rather constant
for composites with 10 and 30 phr. This is not a
surprising behaviour taking into account the insu-
lating nature of both the inclusion and the matrix. A
slight increase is observed only for the composite
with 50 phr.
DC conductivity values follow the Vogel-Tamann-
Fulcher equation (5):

(5)
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Table 2. Activation energies and VTF parameters for all
the tested specimens

MWS αα-mode IDE
EA [eV] T0 [K] B [K] EA [eV]

Epoxy – 280 395 –
Epoxy + 10 phr TiO2 0.53 275 430 –
Epoxy + 30 phr TiO2 0.94 280 545 0.85
Epoxy + 50 phr TiO2 1.86 285 595 0.75

Table 1. Evaluated relaxation times at 120°C

Sample
ττ [ms]

MWS αα-mode IDE
Epoxy + 10 phr TiO2 45.31 0.15 –
Epoxy + 30 phr TiO2 07.76 0.29 0.2·10–3

Epoxy + 50 phr TiO2 00.49 0.22 0.03·10–3

Figure 8. The dependence of relaxation frequencies with
the reciprocal temperature at elevated tempera-
tures, for all measured samples

Figure 9. DC electrical conductivity as a function of recip-
rocal temperature
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where σ0 pre-exponential factor, B a parameter
related to the activation energy and T0 is the Vogel
temperature. The experimental data are satisfacto-
rily fitted by VTF equation (solid lines) and fitting
parameters are listed in Table 3.

4. Conclusions

The dielectric response of polymer composites con-
sisting of an epoxy resin matrix and rutile TiO2

ceramic filler has been studied in the frequency
range 0.1 Hz–1 MHz and temperatures from –100
to 150°C. The relaxation phenomena recorded
include contributions from both the polymeric
matrix and the reinforcing phase. At low tempera-
tures, two distinct relaxation processes, namely β-
and γ-mode, were detected in all composites and
originate from the pure resin. Both dielectric
processes are attributed to local motions resulting
from reorientations of polar side groups and small
segments of the polymer chain. At high tempera-
tures three additional relaxation processes were
detected. From lower to higher frequencies at con-
stant temperature, they are attributed to interfacial
polarization phenomena (MWS effect), glass/rub-
ber transition, and to relaxing polarization (IDE) of
the TiO2 ceramic particles respectively. MWS
effect becomes stronger with increasing filler’s
concentration and IDE becomes more pronounced
at the concentrations of 30 and 50 phr in TiO2.
MWS and IDE relaxations exhibit an Arrhenius
type dependence with temperature while α-mode
follows VTF model. Relaxation times and activa-
tion energies for all high temperature modes were
calculated. The DC electrical conductivity of all
samples was evaluated at 0.1 Hz, where a leveling
off of the corresponding curves is observed at the
relatively high temperatures. DC electrical conduc-
tivity increases with increasing temperature follow-
ing the VTF model. Finally, the existence of a
self-relaxing polarization mechanism in ceramic

TiO2 composites can be exploited for the design of
functional polymer matrix systems.
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